
Minutes of webinar 

ODYSSEE-MURE, Monitoring EU energy efficiency first principle and policy 

implementation 

ENVIROS s. r. o., Prague, 25 November 2021 09:00 – 12:00 
 

Course of the webinar 

1. The webinar started at 09:00. 

2. J. Spitz greeted the attendees and introduced them to the seminar program. 

3. The main part of the webinar was devoted to the presentation of the methodology of 

ODYSSE indicators, to the development of energy efficiency in the Czech Republic and to 

comparison of the Czech Republic with other EU member states. 

4. In the next part, the participants were introduced to the ODYSSEE-MURE project website. 

5. The webinar continued with introduction to internet tools build on the ODYSSEE and MURE 

databases. 

6. The final part of the webinar was devoted to participants' questions and discussion. 

7. The webinar finished at 11:52. 

Discussion 

1. M. Honzík (Ministry of Industry and Trade) asked, whether the ODYSSEE methodology may 

be considered an official methodology of the European Commission for evaluating energy 

savings according to Energy Efficiency Directive. 

J. Spitz responded that it is not an official methodology, but results from the ODYSSEE-MURE 

project are regularly used by the Commission as an important input for evaluating the 

progress in energy efficiency of member states. 

2. J. Harnych (Confederation of Industry of the Czech Republic) stated that the MURE database 

contains often more and better information than can be found in various governmental 

documents. He asked about the state of actualization of the measures in the database. 

J. Spitz answered that the database update concentrated on new measures, so all important 

measures like operational programmes, Modernisation Fund, Just Transition Fund and state 

specific measures should be included. 

3. M. Kloz (Ministry of Environment) asked, whether he could obtain the presentation from the 

webinar. 

J. Spitz said that the presentation will be sent to all attendees of the webinar. 
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